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.. ~I'h' in slich a way as to pass each' other. If the 
(lIClr~linatcs of molecule one are XIYIZI and of two 
f,r,: ,. it is convenient to replace these with the 
Ih~t'C coordinates of the center of gravity of the 

x = (mixi +m2x2)/(ml +m2), 
y = (mIYl+m2Y2)/(ml+m2), 
Z = (mizi +m2zZ) / (ml +m2), 

and the three components of the distance be
tween the pair X=X2-X!, Y=Y2-Y!' Z=Z2-ZI. 
Now if the direction of flow is in the x direction, 
the activated state will correspond to x = 0, and 
we can speak of x as the reaction coordinate. 
Using classical mechanics which is adequate for 
viscous flow in the cases with which we are here 
concerned, we obtain: 

(1" ,' F.)(kT/h) ~ oq i'" exp (-P 2/ 2J.L*kT)(P/ J.L*oq)dP[i:'" exp (- p2/2J.L*kT) i V

/
1dX TI 

= (kT / 2rrJ.L*)I. Vrl = (kT(ml+m2)/27rmLm2)1 Vrl. (9) 

Till' arhitmry length, oq, along the reaction 
I~,th normal to the top of the potential barrier 
i~ !'('l'n to cancel out of the final result. Here 
"t' have assumed that Fl and Fn cancel for 
.• 11 degrees of freedom except the reaction co
(In lillate. The reduced mass in the x direction 
i, 1'"=mllll,/(mt+m2). The limits 0 to V,I for 
.r- ,\'I-X, in the above integral follow from the 
(.let that configurations of the normal state for 
whirh XI >X2, only, are to be considered. 

This then gives us 

Fn/Ft=(27rJ.L*kT)IV,I / h, (10) 

"here V, is the free volume, defined as the total 
int"~ral over that part of the potential energy 
which is due to thermal displacements of the 
I"l'nter of gravity from its equilibrium position. 

Combining Eqs. (8) and (10) w'e have 

.:0 ).1 / ).2>'2>'3(27r,u*kT) W,I exp (I:1EviB./kT). (11) 

If >. is equal to }"l, 

}"t!},,2},,2},,3=N/V 

and we have 
(12) 

~=(lIRMT)I/V(V,\/NI) exp (I:1EviBC/RT), (13) 

in which all units are now molar. Since we have 
a~~lI med the process bimolecular, we have written 
X,." = (N(mltn,jml +mz) = M/2. 

Kincaid and Eyring9 develop the equation 
1',1 = (lIuhtl) VI t where Ug is the velocity of sound 
ill the g-as and UI the velocity of sound in the 
liquid. Substituting we get 

I Kincaid and Eyring, J. Chern. Phys. 6, 620 (1938). 
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T/ = (7rRMT)IN-!(ug /UI VII) 
Xexp (I:1Evisc/RT). (14) 

Both velocities may be evaluated by the hydro
dynamic formula U = (v/{3.) I where v is the spe
cific volume and (3. the adiabatic compressibility. 
This becomes u"=('YRT/M)1 for an ideal gas, 
where 'Y is the ratio of specific heat at constant ' 
pressure to that at constant volume. 

We must now evaluatel:1Evi8c , the energy of 
activation for viscous flow. This energy is re
quired to adjust the surroundings of a pair of 
molecules so that they can pass each other. At 
comparatively low pressures all that is needed is 
that some fraction of the bonds between two 
adjacent molecules and their neighbors be 
broken or stretched enough so that this pair can 
pass by each other. The energy of activation for 
vi~cous flow at low pressures turns out to be 
about t the energy of vaporization. Our equation 
now becomes 

T/ = (7rRMT)IN-i(Ug /Ul Vii) 
Xexp (I:1Ev,p/nRT), (15) 

where n is a constant lying between 3 and 5 for 
normal liquids. The fraction of bonds broken is a 
function of the type of molecule and the structure 
of the liquid. For any normal liquid the fraction 
of bonds broken will not vary with the tempera
ture, i,e., n is a constant. Hence the empirical 
rule, T/=A exp (B/T). 

This evaluation of the activation energy for 
viscous flow holds at comparatively low pressures 
only, for only then can we neglect the work of 
expansion against the external pressure necessary 
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